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POLITICS
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Sen. Mark Warner visits the Forbes Center for the Performing Arts yesterday for town hall-style meetings to encourage students to become more informed about the economic deficit.

Senator reaches out

By KALEIGH SOMERS
The Breeze

Americans need to be more aware of the state of the
country’s financial affairs, according to democratic Senator Mark Warner.
At a town hall-style meeting Wednesday morning
in the Forbes Center for the Performing Arts, Warner
invited political science and business majors to discuss
the current state of the national economy.
“I wanted Obama to spell out how deep a ditch we
were in,” Warner said.
Warner explained that the growing federal deficit,
or the amount of money the federal government has
overspent this fiscal year, is a problem.
“We’ve got this looming challenge of our federal deficit that has to be addressed,” Warner said. “I think we
need a manufacturing plant in our country. I think it’s
a fallacy that can’t compete with [Europe].”
While the deficit is concerning to many politicians,

Warner said the federal debt should be of top priority,
stating he would like to wipe out the debt “one to two
years, versus .” He explained to students that everything is financed on short-term debt, the same policy
he encourages to continue.
Bennett Resnik, a senior political science major,
is a resident of New York, but finds it important
to understand the current political climate in the
Commonwealth.
“The [Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation] has
proposed plans regarding alterations to commercial real
estate loan workout plans. Where do you see the progression of this proposal going?” Resnik asked Warner.
The bad news, according to Warner, is that the government’s two main tactics for managing financial debt
have been used: raising or lowering interest rates, and
government spending. Interest rates are at their lowest
and the government doesn’t have the money to continue spending.
“We need a level of predictability around the tax

code,” Warner said.
While he focused part of the town hall on government
measures to improve the economy, he also used his background of more than  years in entrepreneurial business
to talk about banking and other Wall Street reforms.
According to Warner, American businesses have
never been in better financial shape. He supports
encouraging big businesses to spend money to help
the economy recover.
“They have more than $ trillion sitting in liquid
cash just waiting to be spent,” Warner said. “If these
businesses decide to invest, they could jumpstart the
economy.”
In addition, Warner mentioned looking at leverage
ratios, which are measures of how much money a company has versus how much money it lends. Warner contends
that keeping them low would help the economy grow.
see WARNER, page 4

STUDENT LIFE

New ride share program seeks to cut car use
By MOLLY HAAS
contributing writer

This week JMU became the newest
university to launch Zimride, a ridesharing program that lets users set up online
profiles and find rides in and around
Harrisonburg.
Zimride operates at more than 
universities, including George Mason
University and the University of Maryland. The program provides a safe and
secure commuter system to find rides to
and from campus, says Lee Eshelman,
JMU’s traffic demand manager. Eshelman is facilitating the program that is
being funded by the JMU Institute for
Stewardship of the Natural World.
Zimride already has more than ,
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users in other college communities, and
JMU officials are hoping that within the
semester Zimride will help to noticeably
cut down the number of cars on campus.
As of Wednesday the JMU Zimride community had , users and  rides
posted in and around Harrisonburg.
“We chose Zimride because of its ease
of use, private system, incentives program and price,” Eshelman said.
Zimride matches students in need of
daily rides with students that have a free
seat in their car. It can also assist with
finding rides for weekend trips and rides
home. Staff and faculty can also use the
site to carpool to campus.
Students can create profiles on the site
using their JMU ID number and search
for rides in a matter of minutes. Zimride

posts can also be linked to a Facebook
profile to connect via different mediums.
Once a profile is created, the user can
upload a profile photo and also load personal ride preferences, such as smoking
and music choice. The site will then automatically match to another user with
similar interests.
After the ride, the user can comment
on profiles about ride experience.
Zimride also allows drivers to post the
amount that they are expecting the rider
to pay per day or month for the trip. Passengers seeking drivers can also do the
same for the amount that they are willing
to pay a matched driver.
The launch does not, however, mean
an end to Ride Board, JMU’s current website for matching drivers and passengers.

“Our approach is that more better,”
Eshelman said. “We want to see fewer
single occupancy vehicles on campus. With fewer cars, there will be less
demand for parking and less environmental impact.”
With the growth of the university, students like sophomore justice studies
major Ben Buccola say parking capacity
is a continual stress for them.
“I have to leave  minutes before my
class and I still don’t make it here on
time.” said Buccola, who lives in Sunchase. “The only way to find a space is
stalking people that are walking back to
their cars.”
To encourage ride-sharing, Zimride
offers incentives, Eshelman said. The site
will track each user’s carbon emissions

and users can earn points by taking a bus,
sharing a ride or riding a bike to campus
and placing that information on the calendar linked to their profile.
“The incentives are still in development,” he says. “However, discounts
and gift cards will be rewarded for local
businesses as students get points. It’s a
win-win.”
Alyssa Viars, a junior international affairs major living off campus, said
she would definitely sign up for a ridesharing program, especially if there are
incentives.
“Maybe a certain number of rides
could equal a punch on campus,” she said.
CONTACT Molly Haas at
haasmr@dukes.jmu.edu.

POLICE

Ticketing tailgates
By AARON KOEPPER
The Breeze

While police gave out only eight citations during Saturday’s tailgating and
game against Morehead State, some students said they were warned they would
be charged if seen holding alcohol.
“I heard  different stories about
what we could and couldn’t do,” said
Eric Daley, a senior integrated science
and technology major. “What made
it frustrating is that we were tailgating
[with alcohol] last year, but now we have
to hide it.”
There were a total of five citations

given for underaged possession and
three for underaged drinking Saturday,
according to JMU police. Last year, Harrisonburg and JMU police handed out
 citations during last year’s opener
against Virginia Military Institute.
Daley said he was told by a Harrisonburg Police Department officer that he
couldn’t drink, but he was never told
what policy was being enforced.
“No one knew what the police were
expecting or how to behave,” said
Samantha Cardellicchio, a senior psychology major. “I understand why
see ALCOHOL, page 4

DAVID CASTERLINE / THE BREEZE

Police patrolled heavily during Saturday’s tailgate before JMU’s first home game.
Eight citations were given out, and some students are confused about rules.
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POLICE LOG

Google unveils instant McDonnell proposes
search option
bar, restaurant tax
SAN FRANCISCO — Google Inc., owner
of the world’s most popular search engine,
unveiled a faster Internet search feature that
gives users results as they type in requests.
Google Instant saves  to  seconds per
search and was made available Wednesday on Chrome, Firefox, Safari and Internet
Explorer  browsers in the United States,
Vice President Marissa Mayer said at a
media event. A mobile version should be
rolling out in the next few months, she said.
The company is making the upgrades to
keep its lead in the $. billion U.S. market for search-related advertising and stave
off competition from Microsoft and Yahoo.
Google had . percent of U.S. searches
in July, down from . percent in June,
according to ComScore Inc. Yahoo added
share, while Microsoft’s Bing held steady.
The service “is going to draw more
users and more activity and that is going
to be good for us, for advertisers and, most
importantly, for users themselves,” Google
co-founder Sergey Brin said in an interview
at the event.

Sunday

rain
81°/61°

RICHMOND, Va. — Gov. Robert McDonnell will unveil a proposal
Wednesday to impose a  percent tax on
restaurants and bars as he tries to make
up for $ million the state could lose in
taxes and profit if Virginia privatizes its
liquor system, according to several sources familiar with the plan.
Included in the  percent is a . percent tax imposed solely on restaurants’
annual liquor receipts and a . percent
tax imposed on restaurants and all stores
that sell alcohol, including grocery stores.
McDonnell, R, said he expects to make
$ million upfront while retaining
about $ million in taxes and profits
to the state each year by doing what no
control state has done — privatizing the
wholesale, distribution and retail sale of
liquor.
Licenses will be divided into three categories: big-box stores, such as grocery
stores and Wal-Mart, package stores, and
convenience stores or drug stores, sources say.

Larceny

 On Monday, a student reported

theft of a 21-speed mountain
bike left chained to a pole at
Top Dog, valued at $135.
 On Monday, a student
reported theft of a change
purse containing JACard
and $20 in D-Hall.

Property Damage

 On Monday, a student reported

$1500 worth of damage to
a laptop in Shorts Hall.
 On Sept. 2, a JMU employee
reported $150 worth of damage
to a wall clock in Duke Hall.
 On Saturday, a student
reported $20 worth of
damage to the door lock of a
rental vehicle in the G Lot.

marijuana charges at
Rockingham Hall.
 On Friday, three students
received underaged
possession charges on
Lois Lane in South View.
On Friday, three students
recieved underaged possession
charges on Devon Lane.
 On Saturday, three students
received a providing alcohol
to underaged persons
charge in the R1 Lot.
 On Sunday, a student received
a charge for obstructing
justice on Devon Lane.
 On Sunday, a student received
a posession of marijuana
charge in the Sonner Hall area.

Alcohol and Drugs
 On Sept. 2, a student

received a drunk in public
charge at Carrier Library.
 On Sept. 2, two students
recieved possession of
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often cannot appreciate fully what you
have, for you are the center of a world that
is full of good things, good opportunities,
good people and good deeds. All you have
to do is acknowledge the gifts that you
have been given to be truly happy.
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VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
You’re likely to
find it much easier
than expected to get through the
obstacle course that lies before
you.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Now is the time
to come to the
aid of one who has been waiting
patiently for you to become
available.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
You have only a
certain amount
of time in which to do a certain
number of things, and the stars
are not likely to favor a random
approach.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
A sacrifice comes
easily if you really
know what it is for, who will
benefit, and why. If there are any
such questions left unanswered,
you may want to call a halt.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Why go to great
lengths to
communicate a certain message
when you are confident that only
a few choice words will get it
across?
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You and only you
know what it takes
to do what is required of you at
this time. Others will be free with
advice and counsel.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
You’re playing a
dangerous game
and you know it. Don’t do or
say anything to someone who is
unusually vulnerable.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You’re attracted
to that which
only comes around once in the
proverbial blue moon, but are you
prepared to make the sacrifice?

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
You can’t
accomplish very
much on your own; you’ll require
a crack team to see the job done
effectively and on time.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Interaction with
younger people is
likely to teach you a thing or two
about yourself that you had never
imagined.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
You’re going to
want to listen to
the advice you’re getting from
a family member who has been
there, done that.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
Progress is
measured in small
increments, and you may become
frustrated by the slow pace.
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in brief
Bridgewater

Pot debate at
Bridgewater College

According to the Daily-News Record, a
debate between Steve Hager, editorin-chief of the High Times, and former
Drug Enforcement Administration
Special Agent Robert Stutman
took place Tuesday at Bridgewater
College. Stutman opposes marijuana
legalization because of the societal
problems while Hager supports
legalization of the drug.

World

Harrisonburg, Va.

Washington, D.c.

Florida church plans to
burn Qurans on 9/11

While speaking at a dinner in
Washington, Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton condemned the planned
buring of Qurans on Sept. 11 by the
Dove World Outreach Center in
Gainesville, Fla., CNN reports. The
church, led by Terry Jones, plans to go
forward with the mass book burning
on the anniversary of the 2001 terrorist
attacks.

Health
Graphic by Nataliya Ioffe / the breeze

A little more international flair
JMU has seen a 26.1 percent increase in the number of international students since 2008.
By Meghan Lavin
contributing writer

Paul Jones / the breeze

JMU bought the old Rockingham
Memorial Hospital property and will move
the University Health Center there in
2013.

Health center
adjusts to
RMH move
By Ame Wood
contributing writer

With the relocation of Rockingham
Memorial Hospital off Port Republic
Road over the summer, the University
Health Center is expanding its emergency department.
“Our appointments are essentially
filled right away during this first week,”
said Dr. Stephen Rogers, the Medical
Director for UHC, in an e-mail.
While student health fees included
with tuition cover most of the services provided by UHC, Rogers said the
center has had an increase in appointments, leading to the need to hire more
personnel and purchase more supplies.
“There is some change in cost to the
center because we have planned for
additional providers, doctors, nurse
practitioners and physician assistants,
on a part-time basis, expecting more
appointment requests,” Rogers said.
He added that more information on
the increase in services will be available
by the end of the month.
Before RMH moved, the Health center would send most emergency cases
straight to the hospital. Should someone walk in with an emergency, the
UHC has to accommodate those cases
as best they can by hiring emergency
trained staff to either treat the injury or
send the student to RMH, Rogers said.
“Now, especially for freshmen and
their transportation needs, [UHC has]
expanded some services and hired a
former emergency department physician to meet these needs with plans
of expanding [its] evaluations and
treatments before transferring to the
hospital,” Rogers said.
The emergency department physician will start Sept. 20.
Serious emergencies will still be sent
directly to the hospital, as they always
have been and will be transported using
the Harrisonburg Rescue Squad. Students should not have to worry about
the cost of an ambulance in case of an
emergency.
“No one is ever refused [ambulance]
service by their inability to pay,” said
Chief Brandon Peavy of the Harrisonburg Rescue Squad.
Peavy explained if a student provides the Harrisonburg
rescue squad with their JMU address,
they will not pay out of pocket.
see Health, page 4

The transition from one country
to another is not only difficult due
to culture shock, but homesickness
also plays a part in the adjustment
period. Just ask Dora Hsieh, an international student from Taiwan and
freshman at JMU.
“The first couple years were hard,”
said Hsieh referring to her years
going to high school in Harrisonburg. “I could just start crying on
the school bus, just because I miss
my family so much. I miss my mom
the most. But now I feel a lot better.
I’m used to it, and I like being independent now.”
International students like Hsieh
are becoming more common at
JMU. This semester, an estimated 314
international students attend JMU.
That is a 15.3 percent increase from
2009 and a 26.1 percent increase
from 2008.
To increase JMU’s international
population, Roger Burke, an international recruiter for the Office of
Admissions, travels overseas and
speaks about JMU at college fairs in
foreign countries.
“We use the same tactics as in the
U.S. and outside,” Burke said about
attracting international students to
JMU. “The value of the American
education is highly regarded.”
Delores Blough, director of
international student and scholar
services, explains what attracts students from foreign countries.
“They are looking for United
States schools and ranking,” Blough
said. “Parents feel comfortable
sending their child to a safe city like

Harrisonburg, and finances also
play a part being that JMU is a state
school and costs less than other
universities.”
Costs for international students
amount to about $31,539 yearly;
this includes tuition and room and
board. In addition to this, there are
travelling costs.
It is difficult and inconvenient for
foreign students to go back home for
breaks, so they must find accommodation outside of JMU residence
halls during these times.
According to Blough one of the
attractions that gains students’
attention from other countries is
JMU’s study group program, which
has been in effect for over a full academic year. This program is a private
organization that provides transition programs for English language
learners while also providing them
with the same General Education
program that other students are
required to complete.
Adam Copeland is the director
of the International Study Center
at JMU. The study group program
consists of preparation classes and
academic classes.
Freshman Oumar Sacko was
attracted to the study group program
when he decided to attend JMU.
“It’s not only about learning English, but it prepares you for other
courses,” Sacko said. “It makes you
concentrate better and think in
English.”
Since its addition, the study group
program has grown significantly.
Last year, only nine students were
part of the study group program;
about 30 students are taking part
this semester.

In addition to the study group,
international students also attend
the Transitions session held in
August, which helps students learn
how to adapt to American culture
and to take advantage of the opportunities to get involved at JMU.

“American students
absolutely want to hang
out with me anytime,
they are so friendly. They
just want to know more
about my culture.”
Phat Trieu

science and engineering
major from Vietnam

“I think the international orientation is really great because everyone
around you is going through the
same stuff,” said Mehrunisa Ranjha, a sophomore history major from
Pakistan.
Phat Trieu, a science engineering major from Vietnam, said he
was worried about American food
when he chose to study in the United States.
“First of all, I was impressed about
the food ranking,” Trieu said. “The
thing I worried about most in the
United States was food. The second
was academics. They have a business school and science programs,
which are very good. JMU is a great
school for me.”
Ruth Chetty, a freshman communications studies major from Cape

Town, South Africa, said she feels
comfortable in the JMU community
and enjoys learning different perspectives from other international
students living in Ashby Hall.
“We can all learn from other cultures,” Chetty said. “You can choose
who you want to be, create your own
identity. Change is important.”
Most international students come
to JMU as freshmen and are usually
four-year degree seekers.
Mengjiao Wang, a freshman
accounting major from China,
recognizes advantages and disadvantages of being an international
student at JMU.
“Sometimes I can’t communicate
with others,” Wang said. “I think it’s
hard to make friends with people
from other countries. We don’t have
a lot of topics to talk about. But I like
JMU … I feel comfortable, because a
lot of people are very helpful.”
While some international students live in the Ashby Hall, others
choose to live in other dorms on
campus. Many of the study group
students also live in Rockingham
Hall.
Blough said many of the housing
decisions were based on the dates
when students accepted and housing availability.
Trieu doesn’t see a problem with
living in Rockingham Hall.
“Amer ican students absolutely want to hang out with me
anytime, they are so friendly,”
Trieu said. “They just want to
know more about my culture.”
contact Meghan Lavin at
lavinmm@dukes.jmu.edu.

Religion

Collegiate congregation RISEs to the occasion
By Michael Hinkle
contributing writer

A new faith-based organization has
joined the multitude of religious organizations in Harrisonburg.
RISE, a new Methodist community
in Harrisonburg, seeks to reach out to
college-age students and change the
way they view faith.
Amanda Garber, a pastor at RISE
and 1998 JMU master’s program
graduate, was drawn back to the Harrisonburg area by means of the Wesley
Foundation.
The Wesley Foundation — which has
since dissolved in the Harrisonburg
community — was another faith-based
organization from which the founders
of RISE left due to conflicting views
on how such an organization should
function.
Garber described the views of the
Wesley Foundation as being “turned
too inward,” saying that there was “not
tremendous emphasis on reaching
out.”
About a year and a half ago, Garber, along with 15 young adult leaders,
made the decision to begin work on a
new faith-based community, and so
RISE began.
“What does it mean to be passionately and vibrantly alive,” Garber asked
herself after deciding to go forward
with the RISE project.
She found her answer in the passionate embrace of community. RISE
targets individuals from age 18 to about

30, as the organization feels that this
can be the most vulnerable time in a
person’s life.
Garber realizes that young people
typically garner a negative connotation
toward church and instead wishes to
use the word “community.”
There is heavy emphasis in RISE ideology on comfort, Garber elaborated. It
is a welcoming community of people
from any and every background who
come as they are and share anything
they wish.
Garber describes the RISE organization as “a community of people trying
to figure out what it means to follow
their faith.”
“Remember, we are new. We can’t
do much,” Kim Campbell, a senior education major at JMU, said. “But it is a
unique opportunity to redefine who
we are.”
Brent Levy, a worship leader at RISE,
said the organization seeks to create
a very open atmosphere where people feel comfortable in sharing their
thoughts and experiences.
“People connect in different ways,”
Levy said. RISE seeks to create an environment which will encourage people
to share.
“Why not have church in a bar?”
Levy said, referring to the fact that their
first worship will be this Sunday in the
basement of the Blue Nile — a local bar
in the area.
“Bars are places where stories are
shared,” Levy said. “They are places
with happiness, sadness, joy and pain.”

photo courtesy of David Levy

Members of RISE pass out food and water on the corner of Port Republic Road and
Devon Lane on Friday, Aug. 27 in an effort to meet new people.

Garber said they developed the
name RISE to look and feel different
from other organizations.
“We wanted a name that would look
us in the eye when we got lazy,” Garber said. “We wanted one that could
mean different things to different people depending on where they are in
life’s journey.”
RISE places heavy emphasis on community outreach and peer mentoring,
as can be seen by its several outreach

programs such as Kelley Street Connection, Brother 2 Brother and Sister
2 Sister.
“It is interesting to try and start
something from scratch,” said Rachel
Drummond, a senior religion major
who is involved with RISE. “The focus of
RISE is to accept people no matter what.”
Contact Michael Hinkle at
hinklema@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Health | Student emergencies to
be treated at UHC, if possible
from page 3

David Casterline / The Breeze

Warner | Believes corporations
need to learn how to go out of business
from front

Warner also believes that
bailouts of businesses need to
end. The problem, according
to Warner, is these businesses
don’t know how to go out of
business. He wants the Senate
to approve a plan to eliminate
future Wall Street and business
bailouts.
“You’re not going to get
money to prop yourselves up.
You’re going to go out of business,” Warner said in reference
to the Troubled Asset Relief
Program of 2008 and the autoindustry bailout of 2009. “This
is the first time since the 1930s
that we’re putting together a
set of rules for” the financial
sector.

To ma ke h i s p o i nt, h e
emphasized just how important the stimulus bill has been
in saving our economy from a
depression equal to that of the
1930s.

“You’re not going
to get money to
prop yourselves
up. You’re going
out of business.”
Mark Warner

U.S. Senator, D - Va.

“The economy is built on
confidence, the financial

system is built on confidence,”
Warner said. “There was an
enormous loss of confidence
[in 1930], everybody was saying, ‘Give me my money back.’ ”
Dan Smolkin, a senior public policy and administration
major and the student representative to the Board of
Visitors, felt the need to gain
an understanding about the
nation’s financial concerns.
“It’s important to have a
comprehensive view [of public
policy],” Smolkin said. “I definitely do appreciate the fact
that the senator came to speak
to us,” Smolkin said. “It’s important for him to engage students.”
CONTACT Kaleigh Somers
at somerske@dukes.jmu.edu.

Breeze Open House
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Come meet The Breeze staff over pizza.

‘“If there is no health insurance, there is no bill,” Peavy
added.
This ambulance service is
provided for emergencies only.
If students are in need of a ride
to the hospital, they should
still attempt to find alternative
transportation.
“This is to prevent abuse of
the 911 service,” Peavy said.
Despite transportation
concerns, Mark Warner, vice
president for Student Affairs
and University Planning,
shared a positive side to the
relocation of RMH because of
what the building means to the
university.
“Although the new RMH is
no longer contiguous to campus, the health center staff
has worked hard to maintain a
close relationship with the RMH
staff,” Warner said. “I’m very
excited about our acquisition of
the former Rockingham Memorial Hospital. It will allow us to
expand our innovative student
success programs and provide
more efficient and effective

“It’s going to be much
more expensive to
transport students
to the hospital now,
because they can’t
just walk anymore.
They’re going to
have to call an
ambulance or a taxi
service to get there.”
Kristen Reilly
sophomore

services for our students.”
While the new North Campus, as RMH’s former facilities
will be called, will provide space
for Student Success programs
and further campus expansion,
some students are concerned
about accessibility to the new
hospital.
“It’s going to be much more
expensive to transport students
to the hospital now, because

they can’t just walk anymore,”
said Kristen Reilly, a sophomore who lives on campus.
“They’re going to have to call
an ambulance or a taxi service
to get there.”
Katie Jordan, an off-campus
junior, agreed.
“I guess [the relocation of
RMH] is positive for me because
it’s more accessible to off-campus students,” Jordan said. “But
I can see how it would be a nuisance for on-campus students
who need immediate attention.”
The emergencies brought
directly to UHC are treated there
if possible. The future physical
expansion of the health center
will allow better facilities for this
and any other treatment.
According to Rogers, plans
are in place to move UHC into
the former emergency and
Intensive Care Unit areas of the
old hospital.
Rogers expects expansion
into the old emergency room
and ICU to take place in 2013.
contact Ame Wood at
woodac@dukes.jmu.edu.

ALCOHOL | City ordinance allows
local police to control tailgate drinking
from front

they’re there, but they were
seen as a negative presence.”
JMU’s official tailgating policy found on the JMU Sports
website only makes one mention of drinking — “State laws
and university alcohol policies
will be enforced within tailgating lots.”
While Virginia does not
have any laws making open
containers illegal outside of a
vehicle, a Harrisonburg ordinance has a section outlawing
open containers in public.
Tailgating with alcohol at

“We will always
concentrate on
underage drinking
and intoxication.”
Lee Shifflett
JMU Police Chief

JMU is usually allowed before
games, and Lee Shifflett, JMU
police chief said they have
no plans to change the situation. In an e-mail, Shifflett
said only the HPD can enforce

its own open container ordinance, and JMU police look for
underage violations.
“We will as always concentrate on underage drinking
and intoxication,” he said.
According to Shifflett, 70
JMU police officers were on
duty Saturday, 16 of which
were assigned to patrol parking
lots for violations. The other
54 directed traffic and served
as security for the game.
CONTACT Aaron
Koepper at koeppead@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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Middle East

Language professors promote New alcohol
literacy in a war-torn Iraq
policies on
SGA’s agenda
By Kaleigh Somers
The Breeze

After years of warfare and
government instability, Iraqi
literacy rates have plummeted. An entire generation of
Iraqis have missed out on a
proper education, according
to Laura Desportes-Bowman,
department head and associate professor of exceptional
education.
“Iraq was one of the most
progressive countries in the
Middle East prior to the first
Gulf War,” Desportes-Bowman
said. “Now they have a huge
illiteracy rate. There’s a whole
generation of Iraqi students
who haven’t gone to school.”
L a st O c t o b e r, Me l a n i e
McClure, a JMU graduate overseas, asked Phil Wishon, dean
of the College of Education, to
tackle the problem in a joint
collaboration with multiple
JMU departments.
According to DesportesBowman, 85 percent of school
buildings were bombed in Iraq.
“People are just trying to survive,” Desportes-Bowman said.
“Education just sort of drops
out of the priorities.”
For Desportes-Bowman,
time is of the essence. She
hopes to reinstate the value of
a strong education so that current generations pass that value
along to their children.
From mid-May to mid-June,
Desportes-Bowman hosted
an online seminar to train 28
university faculty in Iraq to
eventually train novice teachers at 60 urban centers across
the country. These centers will
act as a host site for people ages
12 to 45 who wish to return to
school and become literate.
The program began when
Wishon asked Dominic Swayne,
coordinator of external relations
for the College of Education, for
assistance in improving Iraqi

literacy rates.
Swayne worked with faculty
in the College of Education, the
College of Integrated Science
and Technology and the Foreign Language department to
solve the issue. Physically traveling to Iraq and having Iraqis
travel to the United States was
not feasible, so they turned to
technology to bridge the physical and lingual barriers.
Desportes-Bowman said
she was familiar with working
in cross-cultural settings after
having spent six years traveling
back and forth to India in efforts
to improve education.
Israa Alhassani, an Arabic
professor in the Foreign Language department, helped
Desportes-Bowman with the
language barrier.
“She was critically important
because she helped find and
support our two interpreters
on this end,” Desportes-Bowman said.
Bahar Mikael, who graduated
in May with a master’s degree in
education from JMU, and Gulala Ismael, a Kurd who arrived in
the United States in mid-April,
interpreted for the JMU faculty.
Desportes-Bowman not only
needed interpreters but also a
strong familiarity with Iraq’s
culture in order to run the seminar successfully.
Karim Altaii, president of
the Iraqi American Higher
Education Foundation and a
integrated science and technology professor, acted as a bridge
between the Iraqis and the JMU
faculty. He offered suggestions
as to how the Iraqi people might
react to their training methods,
as well as methods he didn’t
think would mesh with Iraq’s
culture.
“A professor at JMU can call
any professor at another university directly,” Altaii said. “They
are very much centralized [in
Iraq].”

A professor has to speak with
a supervisor, who speaks with
the dean, who speaks with the
president of the university.
Altaii also said the initial
planning stages were disorganized, especially on Iraq’s end.
“Each one of [the Iraqi faculty] had his or her own issue,”
Altaii said. “It was apparent to
me that it wasn’t coordinated.”
He had to take almost 40 different ideas and condense them
down into about four major
goals for the seminar.

“Iraq was one of the
most progessive
countries in the
Middle East prior to
the first Gulf War.
Now they have a
huge illiteracy rate.
There’s a whole
generation of Iraqi
students who haven’t
gone to school.”
Laura DesportesBowman
Dean of exceptional
education

For Swayne and DesportesBowman, the main struggle
during the seminar was using
video teleconferencing
technology.
“[The Iraqis] have routine
power outages and 120 degree
temperatures,” Desportes-Bowman said. “They would lose
power one and a half hours into
a three and a half hour seminar.”
For Iraqis, the Internet is not
nearly as accessible as it is in
the United States.
“They don’t have the same
kind of access to the Internet,”

Swayne said. “They have to go
somewhere [to get on the Internet]. It’s not high speed.”
After the first week, Desportes-Bowman said the seminar
became more personal and
conversational.
“The faculty [in Iraq] were
more open by the second week,”
Desportes-Bowman said. “You
could form relationships with
people because you could see
them and their personalities.”
Desportes-Bowman hosted
two separate classes, leading
faculty in a guided discussion.
Classes met on Mondays and
Wednesdays or on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, each day for
four hours in the form of a
PowerPoint presentation.
Altaii emphasized the sheer
volume of teamwork that went
into the seminar both in terms
of preparation and execution.
“This whole thing wouldn’t
happen without every team
member,” Altaii said. “Everyone was involved in every single
meeting.”
The trained Iraqi faculty
began training their own teachers on Aug. 14, according to
Swayne. After the seminar, the
JMU faculty said they received
positive feedback from participants, but it’s still too soon to
determine how successful the
seminar will be.
“It’s going to be another five
years before we see any kind of
measurable results,” Swayne
said. “This one class is not
going to solve the Iraqi literacy
problem.”
Desportes-Bowman said she
would love to implement a similar program in the future.
“We have technology to
have students all over the
world and partnerships all
over the world,” she said.
Contact Kaleigh
Somers at somerske@
dukes.jmu.edu.

By jeff harris
contributing writer

Following the general tone
set by JMU’s administration this
fall, some Student Government
Association members want the
organization’s focus to be set on
discussing alcohol safety.
After Tuesday’s first senate
meeting of the year, Andrew
Elgert, a senior senator, said
the administration’s regulations
concerning issues involving
alcohol could see more exposure
in meetings this year, but it’s too
early to tell.
“A lot of constituents have
brought that up to me,” Elgert
said. “Alcohol, the riot, tailgating — all that stuff.”
SGA’s committees will factor
in alcohol safety and regulations
into their normal agendas.
“Community Affairs is going
to do a lot of work with the community to ease the condition
from Springfest which kind of
tainted JMU’s image,” said junior
Rheanna Martino, chair of the
committee on internal affairs.
The Springfest riot in April
occurred with few SGA sessions
remaining, so the organization
discussed the topic during only
four meetings. The SGA will
invest more discussion into the
issue and the lingering aftershocks throughout the year,
according to Elgert.
Tuesday’s meeting dealt with
no new legislative business but
spent time discussing how to fill
vacant at-large senate seats and
ways to increase the impact the
body has on students.
“I want our committees to
really just reach out to campus
and everyone to know all about
us,” said Caitlin Natale, a senior
and speaker of the Senate.

Because the freshman class
has not chosen senators and
because it was the first meeting,
senators did not officially propose bills. This can occur at next
meeting when senators have the
ability to propose bills to SGA.

“I want our
committees to
really just reach
out to campus and
everyone to know
all about us.”
Caitlin Natale

Speaker of the Senate

Instead, the focus stays on trying to spread the word of SGA
and what the organization has
to offer.
“It’s a wonderful way to get
your ideas out there and to collaborate with other campus
leaders,” Martino said. “It’s a
really unique organization in
the sense that we get a lot of
work done. We have a lot of serious business, but we have a lot of
fun doing it.”
Natale believes that the use
of SGA funds to support university clubs and programs
will also attract interest to the
organization.
“Contingency money is a
huge way that we reach out
to students,” Natale said.
“Groups can apply for that
contingency money which
helps them put on programs
that reach out to students.”
contact Jeff Harris at
harrisjh@dukes.jmu.edu.

Spacious 4 bed/4 bath apartments
1,415 sq ft
Internet/cable access in each bedroom
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Private balcony
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Pet friendly
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Weʼre big fans!
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EDITORIAL

Déjà vu?
JMU students are good people, not trouble makers — Sept. 18, 2000
“Remember in elementary school when one or two people would talk
too much or throw something and the entire class would have to stay in for
recess? All the good kids got punished for the actions of just a couple people.
No one got to play kickball, everyone looked and felt bad and the same kids
would keep being bad.
Now JMU students as a whole have been looking irresponsible because of
the actions of a few. Riots and fights have been making headlines (even some
national ones), prompting school and community leaders to spend many
hours solving the problem. Mark Warner, vice president for student affairs,
even sent an e-mail to every student at JMU decrying the recent events and
urging everyone to act responsibly.
Warner made several good points his letter, especially that most JMU
students are respectful of the community. “I am well aware that the actions
highlighted in the regrettable incidents cited in the media are by no means
indicative of the vast majority of the JMU student body,” he wrote. “Most of
our students are incredible assets to the university.
While this is true, many Harrisonburg residents — and even people
who just read about JMU in the papers — probably haven’t gotten that
impression this year.
JMU should be represented by the students who care and work hard, not
by those who party the hardest and yell the loudest. It’s up to the good kids
to overshadow the bad ones. We should prove the naysayers wrong and
Warner right.”
Sound familiar? Maybe change a few numbers, a few quotes and the
excerpts from this 10-year-old editorial could run today. JMU is facing
the same issues that we faced 10 years ago: blaming certain groups for
instigating a riot and consequently trying to change the “negative alcohol
culture.”
After a fall block party on Village Lane ended in a riot in September 2000,
a Community Coalition formed where representatives from the university
and community recommended ways to improve communication to
prevent further incidents. President Linwood Rose aimed to “address
the problem of alcohol abuse and conditions that lead to negative party
behavior.” This year, Rose said he would keep April’s Springfest riot on the
forefront of everyone’s minds in order to “change the negative alcohol
culture.”
It seems like déjà vu. Why did the initiatives taken 10 years ago fail? And
why is JMU repeating the same mistakes?
EDITORIAL BOARD:
Katie Thisdell

Jordan Garegnani

Editor-in-Chief

Opinion Editor
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Robert Boag
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TONY SPADACCIA | contributing columnist

Free market solution
for immigration
Our present policies concerning
immigration have created chaos from
coast to coast, leaving few satisfied
with them. This isn’t a new problem;
America has had immigration chaos
for decades. However, the reaction
from the public is always to seek more
government control or involvement
over who can live and work here. Yet,
the problems that have emerged are
not due to a lack of control over immigration, but rather from far too much
of it.
Under the current system, bureaucrats set a fixed limit on how many
migrants will be naturalized from
each country each year. Any migrants
applying for citizenship beyond that
limit are then placed on a waiting list.

Instead of arbitrary
quotas, we should allow
anyone who wishes to
come here to find work
and seek citizenship to
have the freedom to do so.
According to the state department, more than  million people
are currently waiting to get their visas
approved and many of them will wait
for many years before they are granted
United States citizenship.
This kind of centralized planning
frequently fails to achieve its stated
goals. Nobel Prize winning economist
Friedrich Hayek explained  years
ago: No matter how brilliant central
planners may be, a free market economy is too dynamic to be controlled by
government directives. In this case, no
government agency will ever be able
to accurately predict how many people
will migrate to America in a given year.
Thus, instead of organizing an orderly
immigration process, current American policy incentivizes cheating and
stimulates illegal immigration through
artificial constraints on the availability
of citizenship.
Instead of perpetuating this failed
policy, we should make it easier for
migrants to come here legally by
allowing the flow of immigration into
America to be determined by the free
market. Instead of arbitrary quotas,
we should allow anyone who wishes
to come here to find work and seek
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Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

citizenship to have the freedom to do
so.
Through this system, immigrants
could apply for citizenship immediately and be given a clearly defined
list of goals they must meet to have
it accepted. As soon as an immigrant
completed his or her objectives, that
person would show signed paperwork
as proof he or she has met each goal
and could take the citizenship oath
that very day.
For most of our history, with a few
exceptions, America had a very lenient
immigration policy — if you could get
here, you could stay here. Despite what
the politicians say, we can’t effectively close off America — and even if we
could, that wouldn’t stop illegal immigration or make us any safer.
The / hijackers didn’t sneak
across any borders; they came here
legally on tourist visas. In fact, research
by the Pew Hispanic Center shows that
about half of the illegal immigrant
population in America is illegal today
because they have overstayed their
visas. An impenetrable fence and an
infinite number of border patrol agents
won’t stop that.
Conversely, opening the borders
and allowing more immigrants to
come here legally make immigration
laws much easier to enforce. Instead
of criminalizing millions of people,
it allows police officers and border
patrol agents to spend their time going
after real criminals instead of raiding
businesses and deporting productive
workers.
Why shouldn’t we let more people
in? After all, we’re all immigrants or
decedents of immigrants. Economist
Milton Friedman explained it this way,
Immigrants “lives may seem difficult
to us today, but that’s only because
someone in our family has already
gone through that stage for us in the
past, allowing us to start out at a higher point.”
Ultimately, America became a great
nation so quickly because so many
waves of immigrants came here from
around the world and did extraordinary things that improved their lives
and ours. Are today’s immigrants really
so different?
Tony Spadaccia is a senior
political science and business
management major. Contact Tony
at spadacav@dukes.jmu.edu.

MARTIN STEGER | contributing columnist

No national football lockout
Tonight the Minnesota Vikings visit
the New Orleans Saints to kick off the
 National Football League season.
Enjoy it, because there might not be a
 season thanks to a festering labor
disagreement between the team owners and the players’ union.
The owners, displeased with their revenue share, opted out of their collective
bargaining agreement with the players’
union in . That agreement allocated
 percent of league profits to player salaries leaving the remaining  percent to
the owners. The owners have cited rising
stadium costs, an ever-increasing salary
cap and huge rookie contracts as factors
in their unhappiness. On the other side,
the players don’t want to earn less money
for putting their bodies on the line every
week. The  agreement officially
expires in March , and if the owners
and players cannot forge a new agreement, then a lockout is imminent.
The timing is terrible, as the NFL is at
the top of America’s sports hierarchy in
terms of television ratings and money.
The most recent Super Bowl drew 
million viewers. Also given that the 
season brought in about $ billion in
revenue during the tail end of a recession, you would think that the league
as a whole shouldn’t need to squabble
about money. The amount of money
is only growing: according to an April
article in the Sports Business Journal,
NFL commissioner Roger Goodell said
at this year’s owners’ meeting he would

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Both sides lose credibility
with the fans who fuel
their success when
millionaires argue about
who needs more money.
The NFL’s recent ascension in popularity was aided by work stoppages in
the National Hockey League and Major
League Baseball. In -, the NHL
suffered a cancelled season thanks to a
lockout; though it is making strides, the
league has yet to fully recover. In , MLB lost part of a regular season
and an entire postseason to a players’
strike; attendance numbers were down
 percent when play resumed. Like the
NHL, MLB has somewhat recovered.
However, both cannot touch the NFL’s
popularity. It has certainly helped that
the league hasn’t had a strike or lockout
since , according to ESPN.
While extremely popular, the NFL is
not invincible. Smaller football leagues
could siphon off quality players in the
event of a lockout. Elite veterans near the

uadtalk

end of their careers, such as Baltimore
Ravens’ linebacker Ray Lewis could retire
rather than wait around for a resolution
— depleting the league’s star power.
Both sides lose credibility with the fans
who fuel their success when millionaires
argue about who needs more money.
A possible solution is to limit rookie
contracts; for example, the first overall
pick in the  draft received a contract
with $ million guaranteed before he
ever stepped on an NFL field. Conversely,
the NBA also uses a slotting system that
pays rookies a relatively small amount
predetermined by their draft position,
according to HoopsWorld.com. This is a
model for the two sides to consider, as
it would both cut owners’ expenses and
prevent veterans from becoming angry
about huge deals handed to unproven
rookies.
Though they have the upper hand, the
owners shouldn’t grasp for too much. By
locking the players out, they risk damaging the league they’ve built together; they
might end up with a larger slice of profit,
but it will be from a smaller pie. Likewise,
the players need to work with the owners
to bring this dispute to an end. The lights
they play under may not be as bright following a lockout.
Martin Steger is a senior media arts
& design and writing rhetoric and
technical communications major.
Contact Martin at stegerme@dukes.
jmu.edu.
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A “your-first-test-in-collegeshouldn’t-be-a-pregnancy-test”
dart to all the freshmen on their walk
of shame in the mornings.
From a responsible senior.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “thanks-for-making-mecooler-than-you” pat to the
baseball lot.
From the Convocation lot that had
a bunch of friends Saturday because
of your strict rules.
A “you’re-like-sunshine-in-aglass” pat to mimosas for knowing
how to start the day just right.
From four seniors who look
forward to waking up to you.
A “thank-you-for-giving-me-mylife-back” pat to the good Samaritan
who found my phone and returned it
to me.
From a careless junior who can’t
thank you enough!
A “consider-your-endowmentfund” dart to the administration for
hiring all the cops who gave tickets
to -year-olds and alumni at the
football game.
From a student reminding you that
JMU is not a dry campus.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

like to see the league pull in $ billion
annually by . That could happen, but
not if the NFL repeats the mistakes seen
in past labor disagreements — mistakes
that halted or reversed growth in other
leagues.
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A “they-should-make-a-12step-program-for-you” dart to
Facebook for keeping my attention so
unproductively diverted while I am
trying to get my studying done and
life in order.
From one of your many socialnetworking victims.
A “that-was-ballsy” pat to the
jokester who changed the “Estes
Center” sign in the Quad tunnel to
read “Testes Center.”
From a Warsaw Avenue Parking
Deck commuter who needed the laugh
on his way to the Quad.
An “I-oogle-your-Google” pat to
Google for its clever art.
From a veteran Googler who now
just wants to play on your main page.
An “I’m-gonna-take-yoga” pat to
all the girls wearing black spandex
around campus.
From a guy who loves walking
behind you in-between classes.

A “thanks-for-the-visual” pat to
The Breeze for having a link on your
website for parking changes.
From a senior who knows now
where she can park, but has friends
who don’t.
A “you-talkin’-to-me?” dart to
President Rose and Co. for being
ignorant of our namesake.
From a senior who remembers that
James Madison himself drank a pint
of whiskey a day.
A “we’re-looking-for-you,-wegon-find-you” pat to the guys
blaring the “Bed Intruder Song” at
the bottom of The Village and singing
every word.
From a Village resident who thinks
you’re pretty amazing so you can run
and tell that homeboy.
A “nice-strategy” pat to the girl
sunbathing by herself in a bikini
conveniently placed next to a group
of  boys playing football on the
Quad.
From a girl who wonders how
much sun you actually got at six in the
evening.
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Best

With JMU’s food voted No. 3 in the nation by The Princeton Review, the Life section brings you our picks for the

food on campus
Burger: Market One
By Emily Winters
contributing writer

Deciding where to get the best
burger on campus is easy: Burger
Junction in Market One. While
there are two locations of Grille
Works that serve burgers (one in
Festival and one in Top Dog), Burger
Junction has the largest variety of
toppings, leaving the potential of
the burger in the hands of those
consuming it. Some may choose the

traditional route by topping their
burger with cheese, bacon, onions,
lettuce, tomato, ketchup, pickles and
mustard, but at the Burger Junction
there are plenty of unique choices
to add excitement to the ordinary
burger. The Burger Junction features
things one would never think of
putting on top of a burger. From
baked beans and guacamole to
pineapple salsa, the wide range of
choices is sure to satisfy anyone’s
burger cravings.

Ethnic: Top Dog
By Jeff Wade
The Breeze

Sitting in the middle of Top
Dog and commanding attention
with its signature circle-shaped
grill, Mongolian Grill is a one-stop
shop on campus for a variety of
exotic Asian dishes ranging from

a dumpling station to a stir-fry bar
to Pad Thai. A rotating number of
weekly specials (including carryout staples like General Tso’s
chicken), customizable dishes
and your choice of sauces and
vegetables combine to complete
anyone’s Far East experience.

Veggie: Top Dog
By Katie Thisdell
The Breeze

Finding a good vegetarian
sandwich is always a challenge. The
bread should hold more than just
lettuce and tomato and have more
flavor than a slice of cheddar. The
campus’s best choice? The Tuscan
Vegetable Panini at Madison Bread
Co. in Top Dog.
With the tastes of Italy covering
what would otherwise be a bland

slice of tofu, the sandwich satisfies
even a meat-eater’s lunchtime
stomach rumbles. When this panini
is perfectly cooked (which doesn’t
always happen), the mozzarella
melts to hold everything together.
And with options for a side salad,
chips or fruit, you can change your
meal everyday.
The only thing that would make
this sandwich better would be larger,
fresh slices of tomato. Oh, if only we
were actually in Italy.

Pizza: P.C. Dukes
By Nick Sloane
The Breeze

Though the name and look has
changed since last semester, the pizza
made in P.C. Dukes under the name
Topio’s (formerly Bene) is still just as
greasy, cheesy and delicious as ever.
They dropped the notorious cardboard

boxes with the inevitable grease spot
on the bottom and the ability to fit two
slices into one box — but now you no
longer have to painstakingly cut out
your slices yourself. Instead the slices
are now served to you and are always
fresh. Combine that with a drink for a
punch deal and you got the best pizza
on campus.

Smoothie: Market One
By Jamie Lose
The Breeze

Highly convenient and unfairly
underrated, the Java City in Market
One has the sweetest smoothies
to help you beat the last of this
summer heat. Nestled in the
center of Market One’s convenient
location, the coffee bar creates
delicious, fruity and healthy
creations offering a wide range of
flavors. These cool beverages are
the perfect companion for any
burger, pizza slice or sandwich the
place has to offer and can work
as a quick treat during the busy
bustle of your day.
Photos by David Casterline / The Breeze

See the five
next best
choices on

page 14
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Jamie Lose

keep the good times rolling

Bejeweled,
Bedazzled

Women can now decorate
more than just their jeans
with colorful gems
So I was minding my own business,
reading Cosmo while watching reality
TV, and I flip to a page that absolutely
burns my retinas. There, scribbled over
a hot pink background in glimmery
rhinestones, is a word that makes me
question if I’m reading correctly. The
gems spell out “vajazzled.”
Now, let’s all just get one thing
straight before we go on. There is just
something innately upsetting about the
word “vagina.” You might think you’ve
conquered the
idea, come to terms
with the awkward
anatomical word,
but we all know it
is just a little too
uncomfortable
to wield around
in normal
conversation. But
vajazzled? That’s
something I can get into.
As it turns out, vajazzling is all the
new rage when it comes to bikini
line down-there-care. Essentially,
salons and spas across the nation are
offering this service in which they
basically glue rhinestones to your
freshly waxed lady parts. Let that sink
in: They glue it on. I’m not an expert,
but I’m guessing there has to be a
friction issue someone isn’t taking into
consideration.
Apparently, you can get body art
ranging from a few glimmering gems
to full-blown images like butterflies,
hearts and arrows along with all other
shapes typically found inside a box
of Lucky Charms. It’s like a “My Little
Ponies” commercial gone mad and
X-rated.

My concern comes more
from the mere idea of
trying to glamorize a
body part that frankly, is
not very glamorous. It’s
like putting a cool hat
on a lawn gnome. Does
it really look better now
that it’s wearing a hat?

Young and naïve to such advanced
personal procedure, I began to ask
around to determine just how out of
the loop I was, as well as to determine
the general public’s opinion. When
asked how they would feel coming
across vajazzled lady parts, seniors
Pat Byerly, an engineering major, and
Chris Page, a justice studies major,
have conflicting opinions.
“I’d pull up my pants and run,”
Byerly said.
Page took a more optimistic view.
“I think I could work with that,” Page
said. “I think my new goal this year is
just to see some rhinestones.”
Seeking female opinion, I ventured
to see how other girls felt about
decorating their bodies. Senior media
arts and design major Kelly Meehan
appeared perturbed.
“I don’t really know how to
answer that,” Meehan said. “I know
I don’t feel good about it. I saw it on
“Jerseylicious” once.
On the other hand, female celebs are
waving their freak flags proudly. High
rollers like Kathy Griffin and Jennifer
Love Hewitt are proud mascots of the
sparkly, strange phenomenon.
I’m not ashamed to say that I
Google-imaged it, and if I’m being
honest, the stones themselves are
…. well … shiny. My concern comes
more from the mere idea of trying to
glamorize a body part that frankly, is
not very glamorous. It’s like putting
a cool hat on a lawn gnome. Does
it really look better now that it’s
wearing a hat? Or is it still just a lawn
gnome wearing something made for
something else?
It’s a vagina. They aren’t really
meant to sparkle and literally dazzle.
However, I suppose you can’t blame
someone for trying. I mean, why not?
People get tattoos, piercings and much
more permanent body art all the
time. Maybe a little glitz will be just
the remedy to make us all walk a little
taller and shine a little brighter. (No
pun intended, obviously.)
Jamie Lose is a senior media arts &
design major and a humor columnist
at The Breeze. Contact her at
losejl@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Bargain
Buy
Quality new & used furniture
Electronics
Jewelry, Designer Bags
Antiques
Vintage Clothes

Save Money!
CD’s $2 each & DVD’s $2.50 each
1090 Virginia Ave
Harrisonburg, Va
North End of Harrisonburg on Rt42
540.433.2005

www.bargainbuyonline.net
Tuesday-Saturday 10am to 6pm

Harrisonburg’s Newest
& Finest Restaurant

563 University Blvd. Suite 110
Harrisonburg VA
540-801-8989

www.OrientalCafeOnline.com

riental
afe
540-801-8989

“Each dish is an Asian taste treat.”

SUSHI BAR, CHINESE, THAI & SINGAPORE CUISINE

General Manager Lawrence Liang brings more
than 35 years experience from the D.C. &
Maryland Metropolitan Area!

“We cook to your taste”
“We will customize your meal”

- The News Leader, Staunton, Va

50%
OFF

Buy One Dinner,
Get 2nd Dinner
Equal or Lesser Value
Coupon Must Be Present
Not Valid w/Any Other Offer

Expires 9/30/2010

Sports

Morehead stATE Highlights
Women’s Soccer Preview

at breezejmu.org

on page 12

Editors Michael Demsky & Colleen Hayes E-mail breezesports@gmail.com
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Football

Men’s Soccer

n St. Bonaventure @ JMU

Thursday, 7 p.m.

The Dukes take on the Bonnies
of the Atlantic-10 Athletic
Conference. A-10 teams are 7-15-5
in nonconference games this season,
while CAA teams are 16-7-1.
n Longwood @ JMU

Sunday, 2:30 p.m.

JMU forward Paul Wyatt was
named CAA Player of the Week
after registering a hat trick against
Rider University Sept. 4. Preseason
CAA Player of the Year C.J. Sapong
and midfielder Torey Beiro each
have a goal and assist to their credit
through the team’s first two games.
Men’s tennis

n U.Va. Fall Classic

Friday, 8 a.m.

The Dukes will take on the likes of
the University of California, Wake
Forest University, the University
of Nebraska and in-state rivals
University of Virginia and Virginia
Tech in the annual tournament
held in Charlottesville.
Volleyball

n Loyola (Md.) @ JMU

Friday, 7:30 p.m.

The game against the Greyhounds
will mark the Dukes’ first match
of the 2010 JMU Days Inn
Invitational held on campus.
Last season, the Dukes went 2-1
in their host tournament, beating
St. Francis (Pa.) and Hampton
while losing to Duquesne.
n Lehigh @ JMU

Saturday, 7:30 p.m.

The Dukes will take on Lehigh in
their final match of the JMU Days
Inn Invitational. The Mountain
Hawks are 3-5 this season and
are currently on a four-match
losing streak. The team has won
just two sets in that span.
n Delaware @ JMU

Saturday, 12:30 p.m.

The Dukes’ second match of the
JMU Days Inn Invitational will
feature fellow CAA member
Delaware. Last season, the Blue
Hens beat JMU in Delaware by
set scores of 25-18, 25-13, and
25-14, but when they came to
JMU the Dukes won the match,
25-16, 10-25, 25-12, 20-25, 15-13.
Women’s soccer

n Georgetown @ JMU

Friday, 7 p.m.

The Hoyas dominated JMU in
the teams’ game last season.
Georgetown scored two goals in
each half to defeat the Dukes, 4-0.
cross country

n JMU Invitational

Saturday, 10 a.m.

The Dukes finished second
out of ten teams in last year’s
invitational. JMU had one runner
in the top-10, while eventual winner
Duke University had eight.

photo courtesy of daniel lin / the collegiate times

robert baog / the breeze

Quarterback Drew Dudzik and the Dukes will have their hands full with Virginia Tech and their signal-caller, quarterback Tyrod Taylor (left). Taylor started all of the Hokies’
13 games last year, throwing for 2,311 yards and 13 touchdowns while running for 370 yards and five more scores.

‘Nothing to lose’

Dukes prepare to take on national powerhouse Va. Tech
By Michael demsky
The Breeze

This Saturday, the JMU football
team will travel roughly 120 miles
southwest to Blacksburg, Va., the
home of Atlantic Coast Conference
power Virginia Tech, for its second
game of the year. It will be the Dukes’
only game against a Football Bowl
Subdivision team this season, but
despite the vast gap in resources each
program has, the JMU side remains
optimistic that if they play their style
of football, they can compete with the
mighty Hokies.
“We’re gonna dance with the players who brought us,” JMU head coach
Mickey Matthews said. “We certainly
have some different change-ups for
every game we play, including this
one, but you got to stick with the guys
who got you there.”
Coming off a riveting 33-30 defeat at
the hand of the Boise State Broncos on
Monday night, Virginia Tech will surely come out with something to prove.
Leading them will be quarterback
Tyrod Taylor, who accounted for 186
passing yards, 73 rushing yards and
two touchdowns against Boise. Taylor,
now a senior, has been a dual threat
throughout his career. His career stat
line boasts more than 6,000 total yards
and 40 touchdowns.
“You’re not going to contain Tyrod

Taylor. No one has in his career,” Matthews said. “You try to slow him down,
put pressure on him, give him some
different looks. Like all great quarterbacks, you want to force him into
some mistakes. But he’s a great player.
He’s a NFL quarterback.”
Tech also features one of the most
dynamic running backs in all of college football in sophomore Ryan
Williams. As a true freshman, last season Williams put together one of the
best campaigns in history by a firstyear runner, rushing for 1,655 yards
and 21 touchdowns. The Dukes’ starting safety unit, featuring sophomore
Jakarie Jackson and redshirt juniors
Vidal Nelson and Jonathan Williams,
will primarily be in charge of containing all facets of the Hokies’ offense.
“Our safeties are very good athletes
against the run and pass,” Matthews
said. “They’re going to be challenged
with the great backs and receivers they
have. Virginia Tech has as much firepower at those positions as they may
ever have had, so those three guys are
going to have their hands full.”
Unlike Virginia Tech, the Dukes will
be coming off a victory following their
shellacking of undermanned Morehead State, 48-7, last Saturday. The win
put the Dukes at 1-0 for the first time
in four seasons, but the Tech game is
where they will truly get a gauge of
where the team stands.

“This will be a great test to see
where we are as a team,” cornerback Mike Allen said. “The first game
[against Morehead State], wasn’t really
as much, but this will be a great game
for us.”
Despite the impressive point total
against Morehead, the team still struggled to click on the offensive end. The
Dukes finished with nine penalties,
costing them 75 yards, as well as three
turnovers. The team will need to play
more efficiently if it expects to stick
with Tech.
“We have to eliminate the bad
plays,” quarterback Drew Dudzik said.
“Last week, we had some penalties
that put us in third and long, and we
converted, but against Virginia Tech
they’re going to make us pay for the
little mistakes.”
Despite the miscues, the Dukes still
managed to get great performances
out of their top players against Morehead. Redshirt junior wide receiver
Kerby Long was the star of the game,
catching three passes for 112 yards and
two touchdowns. In addition, redshirt
senior tailbacks Griff Yancey and Jamal
Sullivan accounted for a combined 131
rushing yards and a touchdown. They
will be joined by fellow back, redshirt
junior Scott Noble, who will be returning from a one-game suspension due
to an undisclosed rules violation.
“We have so many great skill players

we need to get the ball to,” Dudzik said.
“At running back we have three guys
who can really get the job done, and
at wide receiver we have six or seven
guys who can make plays for us. We
need to do a good job of spreading the
ball around and controlling the ball.”
The Dukes were impressive in their
sole game against an FBS opponent
a year ago, falling to Maryland, 38-35
in overtime, in last season’s opener.
Dudzik believes if the team manages
to scratch and crawl like they did in
College Park last year, they can keep
the game close.
“We can’t pack it in. We’ll fight
to the end,” Dudzik said. “Last year
against Maryland we hung around
the whole game and the next thing
you know we took them to overtime.”
With another year of maturation
and experience, the Dukes might have
the talent to give the Hokies a run. But
for Dudzik, it’s about taking the game
in stride and looking forward to the
rest of the season.
“I think you just have to look
at the game as a great opportunity,” Dudzik said. “We really have
nothing to lose. They’re one of
the top FBS teams in the nation.”
contact Michael Demsky at
breezesports2@gmail.com

Men’s soccer

Head coach continues to inspire 432 wins later
By Matt Demsky
contributing writer

brandon payne / The Breeze

Tom Martin has a 312-127-46 record in his 24 seasons as the men’s soccer head
coach. Aside from losing seasons in 2002, 2007 and 2008, the team has had a
winning record in each year since he arrived at JMU.

JMU men’s soccer coach Tom Martin
doesn’t want to discuss how many wins
he has, or national championships for
that matter. If you decide to talk about
them, he will quickly change subjects as
if you brought up a haunting memory.
As the all-time leader in wins among
active coaches in Division I college soccer, it’s not that Martin isn’t proud of his
accomplishments, it’s just that he thinks
you should be looking elsewhere to find
where the credit is due.
“Far too often, coaches get all the
credit. And I don’t understand. I’m not
the one out on the field. All credit should
be awarded to the players,” Martin said.
“Soccer is different, once the game
starts, there aren’t any time outs. It’s not
like in basketball or football. Once they
are on the field, it’s their game. All I can
do is try to help prepare.”
Martin has 432 wins under his belt
in his 33 years of coaching; 313 of those
victories coming during his 24 years at
JMU. This accomplishment puts him
in company with American sporting
icons such as Penn State football head
coach Joe Paterno (394 wins) and Duke’s
men’s basketball coach Mike Krzyzewski (868 wins), both of whom lead their
respective sports in wins among active
coaches.

Prior to accepting the head coaching
position at JMU in 1986, Martin won two
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics championships at West Virginia Wesleyan University. In all his years of
coaching, Martin has failed to compile a
winning record just four times.
Most coaches can merely dream of
feats like this, but with Martin, it has
become the standard. In the ’90s, JMU
was the sixth-winningest program in the
nation, achieved a top-five national rating, and reached two consecutive NCAA
quarterfinals. JMU has also reached a
total of eight NCAA tournaments, won
four conference titles, and has had five
players receive Conference Player of the
Year honors.
If you’re not aware of Martin’s success, he doesn’t mind. In fact, he prefers
all the credit go to the players, simply
because that’s who he gives his credit
to. But what most people might overlook about Martin is his motivation to
improve his players off the field.
“I hope, theoretically, that soccer prepares my players down the road, usually
in a career other than soccer,” Martin
said. “It’s all about giving your time and
dedication to the players.”
His approach has not gone unnoticed,
especially to seniors midfielder David
Sanford and defender Jonathan Smithgall, both of whom owe much more than
their soccer skills to their coach.

“I admire Coach Martin and his relationship-management ability,” Sanford
said. “He cares about the well-being of
his players on and off the field and does
a great job of handling both roles. Coach
Martin’s emphasis of getting involved in
the community has absolutely made me
a better person.”
Smithgall, now a captain for the
Dukes, redshirted his freshman year in
2006. Worrying about what his future
in soccer would be like, the defender
found solace in his coach’s words.
“That year it looked like I was never
going to see the field in my entire collegiate career,” Smithgall said. “But he
helped me improve the mental side of
my game. As a person, he has taught me
a lot about what it means to represent
the school on and off the field.”
Now in his final year as a Duke,
Smithgall is entering his third year as a
starting back for the team, having won
the team’s defensive MVP a year ago.
Arguably Martin’s best coaching attribute is his ability to connect with his
players on a relationship that is greater
then what one would expect.
“He is an extremely personable coach,” Sanford said. “He
knows how to mold personalities
together to bring out what is most
beneficial to the team as a whole.”

see Martin, page 12
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MARTIN | Keeps players loose
from page 11

Smithgall can only reiterate these
intangible traits, citing his coach’s ability
to keep his players loose, even when the
tensest of moments arise. With that said,
he doesn’t ignore the style of coaching
that more than  wins back up.
“My favorite trait of Coach Martin has
to be the corny jokes he makes in the
locker room,” Smithgall said. “But when
it comes to coaching, he does a great job
of putting a team on the field that works

best with each other. Not just the best
players, but the players who work best
together.”
As his win count continues to climb,
the sky is the limit for Martin as the Dukes
get underway with their  campaign.
This season will start and finish with the
same goal Martin has each year for his
players. That is, not only to win, but also
to encourage and motivate his players.
CONTACT Matt Demsky at
demskymi@dukes.jmu.edu.

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Dukes look for redemption against undefeated Hoyas
By COLLEEN HAYES
The Breeze

Just over a year ago, the Georgetown University Hoyas shut out the
JMU women’s soccer team -. The
loss ended up being the Dukes’ biggest deficit of the season, but JMU still
prevailed.
Despite a mediocre -- record
last season, JMU made it to the
Colonial Athletic Association championship against the University of North
Carolina Wilmington, only to fall -.
With the competitive part of the season on the horizon, there are a few key
games that the Dukes are mentally preparing for.
“We have a few games this season
that will be a test,” JMU coach Dave
Lombardo said. “We call them redcircle games. Villanova, Virginia Tech
and definitely Georgetown are some.”
JMU (-) will certainly be tested
this Friday as the No. Hoyas (-)
have outscored their opponents -
so far this season. But the Dukes are
a threat in their own right, as last season’s postseason run helped the JMU
earn first place in the CAA preseason
poll, despite the team barely acknowledging it.
“We still need to prove it,” senior

goalie and captain Diane Wszalek said.
“It really means nothing.”
Perhaps the biggest threat the Dukes
will face is junior forward Camille Trujillo. The striker was named to the Big
East Weekly Honor Roll after accumulating five points during the wins over
Villanova and George Mason. She also
leads the team in goals scored with six.
Similar accolades were consistently said about last season’s all-CAA
striker Corky Julien. Now that the
Canadian national team member has
graduated, there is a different presence within the team.
“We had some ego problems last
year, but this year there is a sense of
unity,” junior forward Yolie Anderson-Golhor said. “Everyone knows
their place and we are all working for
each other.”
The feeling of unity is also due to
the new freshman class, a group that
Lombardo thinks could be one of
the strongest he’s seen in four or five
years.
“We are starting a lot of our freshmen,” Lombardo said. “But they don’t
play like freshmen. [Forward] Lauren
Wilson is turning into one of our main
goal scorers and [midfielder] Olivia
Tomoff was just Rookie of the Week.”
The rookies and veterans alike have

found most of their success in the middle of the field, moving their usual
lineup from three forwards to two and
three midfielders to four.
“We have very good quality depth,”
Lombardo said. “Our substitutes have
been able to not drop off in the middle
which provides us the stamina we have
been looking for.”
Despite only losing four seniors in
Julien, midfielder Ashley Flateland,
midfielder Jess Remmes and defender Teri Maykoski, the team has been
forced to shift their playing style from
high-powered offense to a controlled
midfield, something Anderson-Golhor
feels will give the Dukes more chances.
“We have better combinations now,”
she said. “We are focused on changing and have already gotten a lot more
out of it.”
The Dukes have failed to capture a
conference title since , yet with
the strong freshman class and a united group of veterans, Lombardo feels
now could be the time.
“Our chemistry is upbeat, loose, positive,” he said. “We are trying to promote
the fact that this could be our chance.”
CONTACT Colleen Hayes at
breezesports@gmail.com.

PAUL JONES / FILE PHOTO

Senior Teresa Rynier is among 45 Division I college soccer players on the Missouri
Athletic Club’s Hermann Trophy Watch List. She has led the CAA in assists in each of her
three playing seasons and in 2009 broke her own JMU season assist record with 15.
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Get published.
It’s good for you. It’s good for us.

Work for The Breeze.
breezepress@gmail.com

Life has a way of throwing you a
curve ball when you least expect it...
Pregnancy doesn’t just
affect girls, it affects your
life as well.
Guys, you have
questions & fears.
We have answers
for you too.
Free
&
Confidential
(540) 434-7528
833 Cantrell Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(Within walking distance of JMU campus)
Visit us at www.hburgpc.org to find out more
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PASTA: Mrs. Green’s
By AME WOOD
contributing writer

COFFEE: Einstein Bros.

Quality and quantity combine to
make Mrs. Green’s the best location
on campus for pasta. Different
sauces, such as alfredo
and marinara, that

change daily combined with toppings
from the salad bar allow for creativity
and personalization with every pasta
dish. Mrs. Green’s, located in the
basement of Chandler Hall, is an allyou-can-eat dining facility, making all
of the saucey servings unlimited.

By PAMELA KIDD
The Breeze

Whether needing a comfort
coffee to shake off the early
morning Harrisonburg chills
or a boost of energy for
that class scheduled during
naptime, Einstein Bros. offers
hot and delicious caffeine for
all. Conveniently located at the
commons’ D-Hall entrance,
Einstein Bros. has four choice
blend coffees steaming by :
a.m. Their biggest seller, vanilla
hazelnut, as well as their other
three blends, are available
in a size large for only $..
Starbucks and Java City may
monopolize other locations on
campus, but Einstein’s stands
its ground with a personal
taste and a price you can’t
beat.

SALAD BAR: Mrs. Green’s
By ELYSE KRACHMAN
The Breeze

DESSERT: E-Hall
By AMBER LOGSDON
The Breeze

There’s something about the
allure of E-Hall’s desserts that
sets the dining hall apart from the
other eateries on campus. It’s not
always the same standard cake,
cookies or frozen yogurt machine

that D-Hall offers. For example,
the innovative S’mores Quesadilla:
marshmallows, chocolate, a little
bit of graham cracker and banana,
all grilled in a tortilla. When eaten,
it’s slightly messy, but irresistibly
warm and gooey. It’s a fabulous
update on the old camp-out
classic.

Like our picks? Disagree?
Comment on this story at
breezejmu.org

Not only does Mrs. Green’s have
the best pasta, but they also have one
of the tastiest salad bars on campus.
Trumping even E-Halls salad bar,
Mrs. Green’s has almost everything

you’ve ever dreamed of putting in
your salad, including black beans,
corn and mushrooms, and is always
well-stocked, unlike some of the larger
dining halls. Have your fill of leafy
greens while there or grab a to-go box
for a quick bite to take with you.

SANDWICH: Festival
By ELYSE KRACHMAN
The Breeze

Sandwiches are a hot commodity
on campus. They are perfect for an
on-the-go lunch for those stopping
to get a quick bite to eat before
class. True sandwich connoisseurs
will soon discover, however, that the
best sandwich facilities lie in the
Festival food court. If you’re looking
for a little extra something special
in your turkey sandwich, try adding
banana peppers, cucumbers and
the always dependable and equally
delicious honey mustard dressing.
PHOTOS BY DAVID CASTERLINE / THE BREEZE
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great location to campus + on shuttle bus route + leather-style furniture

jmstudenthousing.com
540.438.3835 | 869 Port rePublic rd

Classifieds

f

BARTENDING $300/ POTENTIAL
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
TRAINING AVAILABLE 1-800965-6520 EXT212
“BABYSITTING” Love kids? Like
helping with homework and getting
them to activities? 2 Boys (11 &
9) and 2 Girls (13 & 9). Need help
approx. 3 pm to 6 pm during the
week. Schedule is ﬂexible. (540)
820-5730
DANCERS WANTED! Paradise
City 2 gentlemen’s club in bunker
hill wv is now hiring beautiful
energetic ladies. Must have a great
smile and be outgoing. Training
available. Make up to $1000/wk call
kevin @ (540) 271-2345

HELP WANTED $12/hour: Nude
Models needed for art classes. Parttime work. No experience necessary.
Models are needed for art classes
that meet for a variety of times and
expecially for a class on: Mon/Wed
10:45am-2:15pm. Contact Dymph
DeWild at dewilddg@dukes.jmu.
edu

STUDENTS TO HELP on horse
farm in exchange for lessons &
riding privileges. 30 min. from
JMU. Flexible hrs. 828-3223 or
info@elkrunstables.com

HORSES!! Mill Creek Farm. Indoor,
outdoor rings. Boarding, lessons,
showing, leasing. (540) 234-9781

Thursday, September 9, 2010

LACROSSE PLAYERS NEEDED
Lacrosse Players Needed to
Coach Upcoming Sunday Clinics
in
October
for
Highschool/
Middleschool Girls and Boys
Players. Afternoon times with 2
hour Clinics. Location of Clinics
In Harrisonburg and Rockingham
County. Helping now could lead to
paid Coaches Position for Spring
Season. Call Carrie at 434-0922

ADOPTION Warm, loving nurse
wishes to adopt a baby. I promise
a lifetime of love, happiness
and security. Contact Susanne
anytime@1-571-882-3533
www.
babyloveva.com

STAY CONNECTED @

f

BREEZEJMU.ORG
facebook.com/thebreezejmu

“Values You Can Rely On”
677 Chicago Ave. Harrisonburg, VA 22802 (540)434-0850

Students:
Recieve a courtesy 10%
discount on your everyday
purchases when you
present a valid JMU student
ID to the cashier.*

Visit www.redfront.com to view directions and our weekly specials.

*Valid 2010-2011 School Year
Special Orders, Catering, Delivery and Gift Cards not included
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ALEX CHOSE

NORTH 38
Alex likes North 38’s location. She doesn’t deal with traffic on the
way to class and the private shuttle takes her where she wants to
go on the weekends. After a late night of hanging out with

ALEX BRADFORD

friends, she comes home to the relaxed atmosphere at North 38.

Senior, Finance & Computer
Information Systems Major

The free fitness center and tanning? That’s just icing on the cake.

• Utilities included in rent

• 32” LCD flat panel TV’s

• By the bedroom leases

• Cable TV with HBO

• Convenient Harrisonburg Transit service

• Three tanning beds

• Designated quiet buildings

• Pet walk (pet friendly!)

• 24-hour access to the clubhouse

• Car care facility

• Resort style pool and hot tub

• State of the art fitness center

• Private study rooms & Computer lounge

• Excellent customer service

• Furnished apartments w/ leather sofas

• Energy Star Certified

LEASE TODAY!

CALL:

1 . 8 8 8 . 4 1 7. 4 3 74

OR VISIT:

N O RT H 3 8 A P TS .CO M

